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Abstract—Machine visualization is an area of interest with fast
and progressive development. We present a method of machine
visualization which will be applicable in real industrial conditions
according to current needs and demands. Real factory data were
obtained in a newly built research plant. Methods described in this
paper were validated on a case study. Input data were processed and
the virtual environment was created. The environment contains
information about dimensions, structure, disposition, and function.
Hardware was enhanced by modular machines, prototypes, and
accessories. We added functionalities and machines into the virtual
environment. The user is able to interact with objects such as testing
and cutting machines, he/she can operate and move them. Proposed
design consists of an environment with two degrees of freedom of
movement. Users are in touch with items in the virtual world which
are embedded into the real surroundings.
This paper describes development of the virtual environment. We
compared and tested various options of factory layout virtualization
and visualization. We analyzed possibilities of using a 3D scanner in
the layout obtaining process and we also analyzed various virtual
reality hardware visualization methods such as: Stereoscopic (CAVE)
projection, Head Mounted Display (HMD) and augmented reality
(AR) projection provided by see-through glasses.
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I. INTRODUCTION

E are working with the visualization of objects in a real
factory. Therefore, we must obtain data about the 3D
workspace for use in the virtual environment. This scene could
be designed manually in software for civil engineering,
captured using various photogrammetry methods or obtained
by a spatial scanner. Hoffman [1] determines that the main
advantages of scanning over traditional methods are faster
measuring speed, higher precision, and enhanced safety and
reduced costs. For our case study we used a brand new
research factory. The production-floor was empty and
therefore it gave us a perfect opportunity for developing
virtual areas. Machines, material and conveyors could be
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placed, utilized and moved by digital commands. Wan [2]
describes use of augmented reality data and concludes that the
best usable environment is an existing non-empty factory.
There are visualizations of virtual machines which include
tools for simulations of cutting processes, moving part of a
machine or moving material. e.g. Min [3] suggests a virtual
environment with a fully functional controller in simulations.
He also divides user interfaces (UI) for virtual environment
into:

commercial virtual factory applications

virtual operator panels which look like the real machine

data responding tools
Virtual reality tools, trainings and comparison of system
functionality and features for training car service maintenance
processes is described in [4]. The most important conclusion
in this paper for this study is the fact that too much simulation
could impair less expert trainees´ performance when used
during on-the-job training, or in real world procedures, he
concludes there may be problems with virtual tools.
We present several methods for visualization of a virtual
environment. We compare use of traditional monitorsprojection and stereoscopic wall (CAVE – Computer Aided
Virtual Environment) and Head Mounted Display (HMD). We
discuss each method’s advantages and disadvantages.
Problems with visualization and use of HMD´s are expounded
in [5]-[7]. We are using one of the most progressive HMDs,
Oculus Rift (which will be commercially on sale in 2016). In
this study we compare development of the virtual environment
and use in the CAVE, Oculus Rift HMD´s, 3D monitor and
visualization in 3D augmented reality glasses. Moreover, we
adjusted the environment for use in a real factory with AR
glasses Vuzix STAR 1200 XLD. Designing augmented reality
virtual tools for use in a mobile device is summarized in [8],
[9]. This paper describes the designing process of creating the
environment. Gobrunov deals with a flight control in
augmented reality application. He describes an experiment
with 36 participants and Vuzix STAR 1200XLD. He
concludes that AR glasses in comparison to a desktop screen
have a “much more natural character of the interface” [10].
The experience of creation and use of the designed
environment will be beneficial to future research and gives us
advice.
II. SCANNING
First of all there we needed real factory data. We used a
research factory: the production-floor is in Fig. 2. The method
is discussed in the introduction. In our case we work with very
high accuracy data and it helps us take into account parts such
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ass cable routiing, pipelines and fire extinguishers. Our
acccuracy was a maximum off 1 millimeter on faces and 2 mm
in corners and radiuses. Woorking at this detail allowss us to
give feedback aand discuss reeal layouts foor use in the layout
planning industrry.
Comparison of 3 scanningg systems is pprovided by C
Chae in
ms from
[11]. He compaared scanner annd post processsing program
R
(Austriia). He
Leeica (Switzerlaand), Trimblee (USA) and Rieger
cooncluded thatt the scannerr from Leicaa showed thee best
peerformance. T
Therefore we scanned our hall with the Leica
SccanStation C5 which operattes in a radiuss of 35 meterrs with
acccuracy of 4 m
mm. Scanning speed is 25 0000 points per ssecond
wiith field of viiew 360°x2700°. Laser safeety class is 3R
R. The
sccanner is show
wn in Fig. 1.

environment was exported intoo universal data format.
III. DEVELOPING THE ENVIRON
NMENT
T
The point cloud representss an environm
ment without any
inteeractive elemeents or objectss. In this stagee we importedd our
worrkspace into C
CloudComparee software. Thhis package allows
us to color the pooint cloud, chaange the shapee and design annd to
corrrect the positioons of the macchines. We placed CAD moodels
of thhe machines into
i
the point cloud hall (F
Fig). These moodels
are modified for additional adjjustment by thhe user. Thereefore
we designed the layout and pllacement of models
m
for the best
experience and opportunityy to providde all possible
moddifications.

Fig. 3 Pointt cloud with CA
AD model of testting machine
Fig. 1 Spatial scannner Leica ScanStation C5

Fig. 2 The scanned factory with paarticipant

The productiion floor wass scanned usinng the “posittion to
poosition” methood where wee stationed taargets with m
markers
arround the scann positions so tthat later we can
c connect toogether
alll the scanned data from eacch scan positioon. Therefore targets
t
weere spaced outt with visibilitty from as maany scan positiions as
poossible to provvide consistenncy of all datta. It also enhhances
acccuracy. We sccanned 25 scaan positions inn medium resoolution
seetting and eacch position ttook 15 minuutes. The “m
medium
resolution” moode is the onne of four sppeed modes oof the
sccanner. For exxample, “highhest resolutionn” mode takees 150
m
minutes and creeates a point ccloud with thee highest num
mber of
pooints. The most effective w
work with the scanner is scaanning
in a lower resoolution settingg and finally scanning agaain the
m
most important parts and detaails in the highh resolution mode.
m
When the scaanning was fiinished the daata was downlloaded
annd merged toggether in a Leiica Cyclone sppecialized sofftware,
whhere the poinnt clouds weree cleared, filttered and the noise
removed. We obtained one
o
final ppoint cloud. This
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T
The environmeent allows mooving a pasted object. We also
developed our ow
wn software ffor point cloudd import and fast,
easyy and user-frieendly placemeent of CAD m
models. Movem
ment
of the testing m
machine for dynamic exaaminations in our
softtware is shownn in Fig. 3. It is important tto allow the user a
widde range of m
modifications such as movvements, rotations,
enlaarging, scalinng, cutting and hiding. These functtions
guarantee full scaale applicationn of the outpuut for users’ nneeds
andd possible moddifications. In this case we must be preppared
for visualization of all possiblee users’ ideas because the m
main
advantage of virttual reality is rreal-time visuualization of uusers’
concepts during brainstormingg. Experience with this kinnd of
f
for aapplying functtions
use of virtual reaality gives us feedback
to thhe model and the environmeent.

Fig. 3 Movement off the testing maachine

IV
V. UTILIZATIO
ON FOR VIRTU
UAL AND AUGM
MENTED REALIITY
F
Final modificaation of the environment and applying of
funcctionalities is provided in the developeed software. This
softtware allows us to use a wide range of devicess for
visuualization annd navigationn, in particcular the viirtual
environment. Wee used HMD O
Oculus Rift, 3D
D monitor andd one
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waall stereoscoppic projection with the IS-9900 tracking ddevice
(C
CAVE). A userr in the 3D CA
AVE is browsiing the enviroonment
in Fig. 4. The m
main advantagge of using CA
AVE is the faact that
o
at thhe same time is not limitedd. One
the number of observers
ment with tracckers and wannd but
peerson controlss the environm
alll the others have the sam
me kind of eexperience annd can
discuss details online. Oculuus Rift providees a higher leevel of
im
mmersion withhout disturbannce from the surroundingss. The
ennvironment inn Oculus Rift is so realistiic for the useer in a
staanding positioon that peoplle naturally move
m
parts off their
boody when theey are inside.. This one prrojection has a big
addvantage in trracking of thhe user’s view
w. The versioon for
Occulus Rift haas a function for activatioon of an actiion by
looking for 3 sseconds at thee target. Manyy participants found
this joystick-frree version uuseful. The 33D monitor is the
mplest way too view the envvironment withhout the qualiity and
sim
poossibilities off the previouus cases. Annother methood for
visualization and
a
interactioon with the environmentt was
realized and teested in augm
mented realityy. We exporteed our
ennvironment intto glasses for augmented reeality, Vuzix STAR
12200 XLD. Thee glasses are shown in Fig.. 5. This device has
Quuantum optic see-through ddisplays whichh allow 35° diaagonal
fieeld of view which
w
looks like a 75-incch virtual screeen as
viewed from teen feet (~3 m
m). It was alsso equipped with
w
a
10080p camera for readingg markers, aand earphones. An
addvance of thiss Vuzix prodduct is a 6 DOF
D
gyroscoppe and
acccelerometer trracker which obtains the participant´s poosition
daata and sends iit to the compuuter.

whiich are commaanded from a smartphone
s
appplication. Glaasses
are connected to a Motorola P
Photon because of its portabbility
The participannt turns on thee application with
andd simplicity. T
the virtual enviroonment, connnects the smarrtphone to thee 3D
glassses and whenn he puts on the glasses thhe environmeent is
capttured by cam
mera and the application
a
loccates the markkers.
When a markerr is found, the applicattion projects the
environment on tto the correspoonding positioon. The particiipant
is thhen able to intteract with obbjects and macchines in the ssame
wayy as in the virtuual reality verrsion.
S
Steyn [13] makes a case stuudy of an objeect on a convveyor
usinng a markerr based augm
mented realityy applicationn. A
meaasurement andd safety study is presented. We enhance tthese
finddings of “livee” augmented objects in thhe scene whicch is
show
wn in Fig. 7.

Fig. 6 Partticipant in the fa
factory wearing AR glasses

Fig. 7 Visualizationn of augmented oobject

V. DISCUSSION A
AND CONCLUS
SION
Fig. 4 Environment
E
inn the CAVE view
wed by user

Fig. 5 The auugmented realityy glasses Vuzixx STAR 1200XL
LD

One of the bbasics of augm
mented realityy is connectinng the
virtual data to real
r
objects, inn our case to the empty research
markers. Kochh [12]
factory. It is prrovided by taargets called m
R code,
divides markerss into: ID maarker, barcodee marker, QR
marker, 3D pooint map andd CAD
picture marker, markerless m
We work withh markerless ttechnology annd we
eddge model. W
coonnect our obbject to the ppresumed posiition in the hhall. A
paarticipant wearring Vuzix ST
TAR 1200XLD
D in the factorry hall
is shown in Figg. 6. This enviironment conttains factory models
m
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W
We presented the developm
ment of a virtuual environmennt in
this paper. We compared coonventional C
CAD based laayout
developed with 3D scanning.. This is the fastest and m
most
custtomizable layyout making method. In comparison to a
layoout modeled inn 3D CAD sooftware it is m
much faster andd the
scannned data vissualize all diimensional annd shape chaanges
whiich could not be documenteed in the factoory structure data.
Thee scanner metthod is also bbeneficial in very compliccated
scennes with manny details annd accessoriess. The cost of a
scannner could bee calculated bby price per scanned
s
hour with
addditional processsing of the ddata comparedd to the cost of a
D designer´s ttime with the cost of the prrogram licensse. In
CAD
our factory a cheeaper version is scanned inn the factory from
2000 m2. It is also based on the number
n
and sccale of details..
T
The process of scanning and processsing the datta is
desccribed with special
s
accennt on the parrt of variationn of
embbedded CAD models. Thiss part should be performedd by
experienced worrkers with a background in scanning and
proccessing of poinnt clouds for ccorrectness annd quickness.
T
The designing process is baased on the auuthors’ experiience
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with users of virtual environments and their needs and
expectations. Therefore an environment is developed with
many opportunities.
The next phase after obtaining the data is the visualization
phase. Input for this visualization was the original scanned
point cloud with additional 3D models. The output was more
monitored factors such as understandability of the
environment for the end user, price of the solution, time
needed for adjustment and calibration, time needed for model
preparation by a developer, level of immersion, cyber sickness
and time for operator training. As mentioned, more options
were compared. These factors were monitored using a
questionnaire.
There were 42 participants in this questionnaire. Users had
different experiences with virtual reality. They had technical
backgrounds and they were from 19 to 58 years old. We
compared participants’ feelings of immersion on a scale from
1 to 5. 1 is the best and 5 is the worst. We also researched the
reality of each method. The understanding of the interface and
user-friendly environment was given as ‘usability’.
Functionality of added machines and devices and operability
with them was indicated in the question about functionality.
Any bad feelings (‘cybersickness’) from the devices were
asked about. And finally, participants were asked about their
experiences from the virtual tour.
TABLE I
QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
3D
Oculus Rift
CAVE
monitor
HMD
Immersion
4
1
2
Reality
4
1
1
Usability
1
2
3
Functionality
2
1
2
Cybersickness
1
5
2
Experience
4
2
2

environment. Utilization and creation of the application for the
Smartphone took 3 times longer than the conventional virtual
environment. The usability corresponds to the advance of the
environment and with using tools. So, for users the fastest
method was the simple PC with 3D glasses and 3D monitor.
Using Oculus Rift is almost as automatic but for a few people
it took more time to use it properly. Use of CAVE is specific
and needs 2 minute training and the augmented reality glasses
version needed permanent help from the instructor for
beginners.
The augmented reality version is based on use directly in
the research hall by one user who cannot discuss ideas with
colleagues at the same time (each user has their own
application with their own AR glasses and a different virtual
world), but the AR version offers the option of interacting
with real objects. These objects must be designed by the
author into virtual reality. We found some problems with use
of AR glasses in sunny conditions. The augmented object had
poor visibility in extremely brightly lit conditions. Each
approach has specific usability and benefits.
Future research will be connected with virtualization of
virtual objects in the virtual reality environment. There is also
potential for future research on applying development of
virtual worlds to other applications and developing
applications with other functions and possibilities.
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